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Start

Ever Flown Before?

N: Take a Discovery Flight

Y: Enjoy it?

N: Quit

Y: Take an Introductory Lesson

Enjoy it?

N: Quit

Y: Enroll in Pre-Solo Course

Obtain Student Pilot License

Y: Fly often, Study hard

N: Discouraged?

N: Get Remedial Instruction

Get Remedial Instruction

N: Discouraged?

Y: Complete First Solo Flight

Elated?

N: Quit

Y: Go to Page 2

Pass it?

N: Discouraged

Y: Get Remedial Instruction

Take Pre-Solo Written Test

Pass it?

N: Discouraged

Y: Get Remedial Instruction

Take a Discovery Flight

Enjoy it?

N: Quit

Y: Take an Introductory Lesson

Enjoy it?

N: Quit

Y: Take a Discovery Flight

Y: Enjoy it?
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Continue

Take a Break

Study for FAA Knowledge Test

Take FAA Knowledge Test

Pass it?

Y
Review results With your Instructor

N
Discouraged?

N
Quit

Get Remedial Instruction

Still Having Fun?

N
Quit

Y
Enroll in Post-Solo Course

Fly Supervised Solos

Still Having Fun?

N
Quit

Y
Fly Dual Cross-Countries

Fly Solo Cross-Countries

Enthusiastic?

N
Quit

Y
Go to Page 3

Broke Yet?

Y
Quit

N
Still Motivated?

Y
Quit

N
Broke Yet?

Y
Quit

N
Quit

Take a Break

Study for FAA Knowledge Test

Take FAA Knowledge Test

Pass it?

Y
Review results With your Instructor

N
Discouraged?

N
Quit

Get Remedial Instruction

Still Having Fun?

N
Quit

Y
Enroll in Post-Solo Course

Fly Supervised Solos

Still Having Fun?

N
Quit

Y
Fly Dual Cross-Countries

Fly Solo Cross-Countries

Enthusiastic?

N
Quit

Y
Go to Page 3

Broke Yet?

Y
Quit

N
Still Motivated?

Y
Quit

N
Broke Yet?

Y
Quit

N
Quit
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Continue

Take a Break

Study Advanced Maneuvers

Take Practice Checkride

Get Remedial Instruction

Pass it?

N

Discouraged?

N

Pass it?

Y

Y

Quit

Take FAA Practical Test

Get Remedial Instruction

Discouraged?

Y

Examiner Issues License

N

Quit

Celebrate!